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(5-24-90)
CLOSING STATEMENT
Twelve years ago Montanans gave me the highest honor of my
life, by electing me to represent them in the U. S. Senate.
In the years since I've consistently approached that job
with three basic rules in mind: To fight for Montana; to build
Montana; and to work together with Montanans for a better
future.
These are the same rules my great grandfather followed
when he settled the Helena Valley --

and they're the rules

Montanans need now, for we're experiencing tough times.
We know what caused these tough times.
It WASN't our people, who are as hardworking and capable
as ever.

*

It was failing markets for our basic natural resources,
combined with some wrong-headed, anti-Montana policies dreamt
up by Washington bureaucrats who know nothing about our state.
This combination made Montana one of the many holes in
America's "Swiss Cheese economy".
But Montana hasn't taken this sitting down.
have I.

And neither

To name just a few things I've done to help us come back:
I helped stop unfair Canadian lumber subsidies,
...
forced Japan to open its rich market for our beef and
finished forest products,
...

stopped the President from eliminating the Essential

Air Service program that serves seven Montana cities,
...

reformed our rural health laws to keep the doors open

to our state's many small hospitals,
...

and broke a 13-year deadlock by guiding to Senate

passage a national Clean Air Bill that protects our environment
AND provides new clean-coal Montana jobs.
Victories like these tell us something:
We CAN stop Federal Bureaucrats from implementing
wrong-headed policies that hurt Montanta.
We CAN expand our markets and shore up our natural

resource industries.
We CAN extend value added processing to more of our basic
products.
And we CAN diversify and attract new, clean business to
the state --

business that appreciates and understands our

determination to have good jobs AND a quality lifestyle.
All this won't happen instantly. But it IS happening.
And with the seniority I've built in Congress, each year I'm in
a better position to do more and make it happen faster.
I WANT to do more.
building Montana.

I WANT to continue fighting for and

That's why I'm asking for your support. WORKING TOGETHER,
for Montana, we can and will provide a better future for
ourselves and for our children.
Thank you.

